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By Ryan Kuramitsu

n paper, I have all the insider
qualifications of belonging to the
Japanese American community—my
family is from a little town on the big island
of Hawai’i, my grandparents were part of
that great generation called the Nisei, and I
have relatives who were incarcerated in Tule
Lake and who fought in the 442nd. I grew
up attending a predominantly Japanese
American church, practicing judo, and
casually using words like hashi and shoyu.

O

But although I was familiar with the basic
trajectory of my heritage, I had never really
breathed in our community’s history for
myself, never really absorbed our stories in
any personal way. All that changed when
I attended The Kansha Project, a program
native to JACL Chicago that’s designed to
connect young Japanese Americans with
the history of the mass incarceration. This
June, I found myself spending a weekend
in Los Angeles’ Little Tokyo district, where
I attended workshops on multiracial
identity, dialogued with survivors, and
traveled to visit a former concentration
camp named Manzanar.

A REFLECTIVE MOMENT. RYAN SITS IN WHAT WAS THE POND
OF A

JAPANESE GARDEN AT MANZANAR.

One of my trip’s chaperones was John Tateishi, the former national director of the JACL.
During our initial visit to Manzanar, as he walked around the desert he played in as a
child, John remembered out loud how he used to constantly ask his brothers when
Continued on page 2
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Stories of Rage and Light continued

Securing and maintaining the civil
rights of Japanese Americans and
all others who are victimized by
injustice and bigotry.

The JACLer is published by the JACL
Chicago Chapter for its members,
supporters and friends. We welcome
your comments and suggestions.
For More Information

For information about the JACL
Chicago Chapter, call 773.728.7171,
or visit www.jaclchicago.org
Contact Us

JACL Chicago Chapter
5415 North Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois 60640-1294
Phone: 773.728.7171
Fax: 773.728.7231
Email: chicago@jacl.org
Web: www.jaclchicago.org

Go Green!
If you would like to receive a copy
of this newsletter electronically, and
receive JACL news and updates via
email, please email chicago@jacl.org
and let us know you’d like to be
added to our electronic mailing list!

The JACLer is now
accepting advertising!
Go to www.jaclchicago.org for details
on how to place your ad today.
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Follow us on Facebook!
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K ANSHA PARTICIPANTS WITH YOSH KUROMIYA, WHO SPOKE ABOUT HIS REASONS FOR JOINING THE DRAFT RESISTERS AT THE
HEART MOUNTAIN CONCENTRATION CAMP.

his family would be allowed out from this strange land behind barbed wire, when they
would finally go back to America. His brothers would laugh the cruel laugh of children:
“This is America, stupid.”
I believe that sharing personal stories—even ones as bleak and visceral as this—are among
the most sacred, valuable things people can do when seeking to recover from abject
tragedy. Whenever human
lives are treated as disposable,
the patient telling of personal
story can begin to serve as a
healing balm for a community’s
battered soul. It’s through
these examples, the voices of
women and men like John, that
future generations will continue
to connect with ancient legacy.
Because when it comes
down to it, being Japanese
American doesn’t mean you
need to speak nihongo. It
doesn’t mean your parents
had to be born on Mt. Fuji,
or that you grew up playing
taiko, eating sushi, even
hearing stories of how your
family survived America’s
concentration camps. Really,
being a part of this beautiful
and resilient community
means something much more.
It means not being afraid to
confront the past, to speak
tragedy aloud, to grieve with
those who have been broken.

A SERVICE PROJECT AT MANZANAR IS A REQUIRED COMPONENT OF THE
K ANSHA PROJECT. 2014 PARTICIPANTS CLEARED DEBRIS TO HELP RESTORE THE
HISTORIC GARDENS CREATED AND TENDED BY THE INTERNEES.

K ANSHA PROJECT

It means living intentionally alongside those who have stood
unflinching in the face of reckless hate.

PARTICIPANTS AT THE

MAZANAR MONUMENT.

We have felt so much pain. And yet, we remain open with our lives:
this is resistance. Our community will always speak up when we
know something is wrong. We will continue to share our stories of
rage and light, fighting against any modern manifestation of the
same evil that put our people behind barbed wire. And in the end,
we shall overcome.
Ryan Kuramitsu attends the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign. He recently participated in the 2014 Kansha Project
trip to Manzanar.

Our Place in Today’s Media
By Kelly Uchima, JACL Chicago 2014 National Convention Youth Representative

knew that the JACL National Convention would be memorable
experience. I was prepared for an eye-opening meeting of
the minds among my fellow Japanese Americans (JA). Being
multi-ethnic, I have struggled to find my identity. I was excited
to attend the convention and meet other youths just like myself.
Before becoming involved with the JACL in Chicago, I did not
pay much attention to exploring my culture. I didn’t know of any
other kids like me. I felt different. The JACL has gifted me relief,
self-discovery, and confidence in myself.

I

I am half Japanese and half Chinese. Being raised in Chicago’s
Chinatown and attending a predominantly Chinese school from
age 3 to 13, I was disconnected from my Japanese side. In high
school, I began to explore youth programs within the JACL. I
met teens that understood me and felt a bit confused or out
of place, essentially torn between two cultures. Whether full
or part Japanese, we all lacked knowledge and interest in our
Japanese selves.
The convention exemplified a focus on the JA youth. I was very
pleased because I feel that building up our youth is the key to the
future of the JA community. We are the next generation and it will
soon be our turn to speak out, support each other, and fight for
progress and change. The opening youth session was a great
chance for the youth to get to know each other. I was impressed
by the presence from different chapters across the country. Each
chapter has different issues, programs, and perspectives, and
this is very important to creating a unified force within the JACL.
The youth plenary session had the greatest impact on me during
the five-day convention. I didn’t know what to expect, but as
soon as the introduction was stated, I was excited. We were
going to discuss Asian and Asian American presence in today’s

media. I have done extensive research and conducted many
discussions on the media’s representation of Asians and Asian
Americans. We viewed several videos that could be perceived as
racially insensitive. The purpose of this session was to to have
open forum voting and discussion pertaining to these videos.
The voting was split between two age groups: under 30 and
over 30 years old. We were to vote if 1) this video offended you
and 2) if the JACL should take action. A couple examples of the
videos: we watched a clip from “I Now Pronounce you Chuck and
Larry” in which Rob Schneider plays an Asian man with a silly
personality and heavy accent, and another snippet displaying
an Indian exchange student with “annoying” habits, a heavy
accent, and failure to adhere to American ways. According to
the polls, the older voters tended to be personally offended by
each of the videos. Interestingly, all voters typically voted that the
JACL should not take action. The discussion included different
perspectives of the youth and the older generation. In conclusion,
a majority of voters were offended by at least one racially
insensitive video clip.
I felt a true sense of pride and belonging during the youth plenary
session. The representation of Asians and Asian Americans in
today’s media is something that affects each and every one of us
JAs. We banded together to discuss this important issue and
provided support for one another. This is what I have always
viewed the JACL as: my greatest support system. I am lucky to
have attended the 2014 JACL National Convention. I have
returned to Chicago with more knowledge, experience, and
exposure than I left with. I hope to contribute more to my chapter
throughout my lifetime and further my relationships with chapters
around the country.
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JACL Objects to Ken Harrelson’s On-Air Comments
n a July 28 letter to Phil Bedella, general manager of Comcast
SportsNet, JACL Midwest Director Bill Yoshino, objected to
White Sox announcer Ken Harrelson’s use of the term
“oriental” during a broadcast in describing Cleveland pitcher,
Chen-Chang Lee.

I

In the letter, Yoshino wrote, “The term “oriental” is considered
offensive by the Asian American community. It is a term steeped
in racism, colonialism, and xenophobia conveying a pejorative
depiction of Asian people and culture that was once used to
justify their exclusion and ostracism from mainstream society.”

Yoshino informed the National JACL, who then contacted Jon
Litner, the group president for NBC Sports and Phil Bedella’s
supervisor. Bedella called Yoshino the next day. As it turns out,
the remark was made during a WGN broadcast rather than a
Comcast broadcast. Nevertheless, Bedella was concerned as
they had spoken to Harrelson following an earlier similar incident.
Bedella said he had set a meeting with Harrelson and Bob Grim,
vice president of broadcasting with the White Sox.

Ignorance in the Present
By Lane Mita, JACL Chicago Board Member and Youth Development Chair

am currently a Management major at the University of Illinois
at Chicago. Normally, in an institution of higher learning, one
would expect that professors and students alike would jump
at the chance to tie current events into the curriculum. Not
so. Indeed, only one of my professors has raised the recent
developments in Ferguson, Missouri. This is especially shocking
since this issue touches almost everything that academia thrives
upon, including issues of race, class, economics, and the law.

I

For those of you who may not have had access to television,
radio, or the internet in the past few weeks, a white police
officer in Ferguson, Missouri has been accused of killing an
unarmed, 18-year-old black male named Michael Brown. In the
wake of Michael Brown’s death, protesters flooded the streets,
demanding accountability from both local and state officials.
The senseless killing of Michael Brown resonates with me not
only because I am also a minority living in the US, but because
he was only two years younger than I am now. As evidenced
by this tragedy, I’ve been more keenly aware of how race and
age continue to shape society’s perceptions—even if those
perceptions are misguided.
In Chicago, we Chicagoans sometimes fail to realize how we
are also affected by the these same issues. The south side
remains one of the most segregated areas in the U.S. As
Japanese Americans in Chicago, we typically don’t hear much
other than the word “gang-related” shootings, but that doesn’t
mean that we can simply turn a blind eye to issues of racial
profiling, police brutality, and general overstepping of authority.
One needs to look no further than the case of Fong Lee, an
Asian American male who was shot by a Minneapolis police
officer in 2006 allegedly because of his race. And on a more
macro scale, the forced detainment and incarceration of my
grandparents and great-grandparents at Heart Mountain and
Minidoka during World War II is a prime example of how law
enforcement racially profiled Japanese Americans and labeled
them as potential threats.
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Switching back to Ferguson, I was watching a YouTube clip a few
days ago that has still not gone viral—amidst the rioting and
protesting in Ferguson, the Ferguson police shot and killed
another individual of color, Kajieme Powell. To think that two
police-involved shootings have happened in the same town
within short succession is unfathomable. This leads to the larger
issue: how do we fix the problem? Training may be one option,
but a more viable option to fix this systemic issue may be to
encourage the hiring of more people of color into the police
ranks. Another solution may be to have police join local
community organizations of color as board members so that they
are able to learn about the community issues and be responsible
fiduciaries for those issues.
Have something you’d like to say? Submit your comments via
email to chicago@jacl.org, or by mail to JACL Chicago Chapter,
5415 N. Clark St., Chicago, Illinois 60640
The views expressed in “The Way I See It . . .” column do not represent a position of the
JACL or its Chapters.

Events & Activities at the JACL National Convention
By Lauren Uchima, JACL Chicago 2014 National Convention Youth Representative

have always heard great things about
the JACL National Convention, so I
was ecstatic when I was informed that
I would be a youth delegate at this year’s
convention. Being my first convention, I
was not sure what to expect but was

Photo courtesy of Duane Kubo and Gary Jio
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TAIKO DRUMMERS AT THE NATIONAL CONVENTION.

eager to attend everything and learn as
much as I could.
There was so much more to the
convention than the national council and
board meetings. The amount of events
was beneficial because it gave everyone
an opportunity to participate throughout
the convention. We all felt welcome
to attend the various events at the
DoubleTree Hotel and at off-site locations.

enjoying every minute of Hiroshima’s
crowd-pleasing music.
There was a Youth Luncheon, Sayonara
Banquet, and an Awards Luncheon. The
Sayonara Banquet was a very memorable
event. Everybody
was dressed to their
best, a lovely dinner
was served, many
awards given, and a
very moving tribute
to Grayce Uyehara
was presented. The
night ended with the
crowd participating
in bon odori dancing.
This definitely got
attendees ready to go
to Obon the next day.
It was such
great timing
that convention
overlapped the San
Jose Obon Festival
on July 12th. San
Jose’s Japantown was bustling with
hundreds of people. The food – teriyaki
beef sticks, chicken teriyaki, gyoza and

more – was delicious. The bon odori
dances were easy to follow and created
a sense of community. I had never been
to Obon before and it was really fun to
experience my first Obon with new friends
from the convention.
Booster activities throughout the
convention spiced things up. This
included a golf outing at the Cinnabar
Hills Golf Club, Heritage Walk tour,
Tech Museum of Innovation tour, eBay
headquarters tour, J. Lohr/G. Biersch
Brewery tour, Winchester Mystery House
tour, and Santana Row tour.
In addition to the events and activities, I
learned a lot about the current issues
and discussions facing the JACL and our
Japanese American (JA) community. I was
lucky to meet many youth delegates and
discuss the views and values of other JA’s
in the various JACL districts. Finally, I was
happy to make new friends through these
fun experiences and enjoyed attending all
that I did.
I cannot wait to attend next year’s
convention and look forward to see what
new experiences are in store.
THE SAN JOSE OBON
FESTIVAL HAD HUNDREDS
OF PEOPLE, MANY OF
THEM

JACL CONVENTION

ATTENDEES, PARTICIPATING
IN BON ODORI DANCES.

Hiroshima performed the second night at
the DoubleTree. Their jazz-fusion style of
music was unique and a beautiful addition
to the convention events. Almost every
seat was filled with convention attendees

Photo: Lauren Uchima

The first day was packed with the
welcome reception at San Jose City Hall,
the “Valley of the Heart” reading at the Le
Petit Trianon Theater, and the youth mixer
at Club Max. The youth mixer was held
at the club in the DoubleTree hotel and
many of the youth, as well as non-youth,
attended. The DJ really got the crowd
going, I could tell that everybody was
having fun. It was great to see old friends
reunite and new friendships being made.
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Ginza Photos: Robert Brown

Nikkei Picnic and Ginza Holiday
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Picnic Photos: Felix Lanier

2014

JACL C HICAGO

olfers hit the greens at the Glencoe Golf Club on July 17th.
Hard work on the golf course was rewarded with a yummy
lunch and cool beverages. This year’s outing was chaired
by Glenn Inouye.

Photos: Joyce Yoshino
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2014 Kansha Culmination
By Phyllis Tamada-Brown, JACL Chicago Board Member

O

Yamagiwa, and Mari Yamagiwa. Their
video essay presentations, “Returning to
Our Roots,” “Community Healing,” and
“We Are All 100% JA,” were heartfelt and
deeply moving pieces. To view the videos,
go to jaclchicago.org.

As previous participants have expressed,
several of this year’s participants
described being
with other Japanese
American young
adults as very
rewarding. Spending
time with others
who had had similar
experiences being
the only Japanese
American in their
group of friends,
and knowing what
ochazuke is was
very comforting. All
agreed that the
Kansha Project
has given them
BILL YOSHINO, JACL MIDWEST DIRECTOR AND K ANSHA PROJECT CO -DEVELOPER,
an appreciation of
WELCOMED EVERYONE AND EXPLAINED THE GOALS OF THE K ANSHA PROJECT.
what their great
grandparents
and grandparents
endured
while
incarcerated.
A session
the audience. He also agreed with the
with
Yosh
Kuromiya,
a
former
draft resister
participants description of Kansha Project
from
Heart
Mountain
concentration
camp,
co-developer, Christine Munteanu, as the
gave
them
an
better
understanding
of
“heart and soul” of the program.
the difficult decisions Nisei faced, and
issues that, at times, tore families and the
This year ten young adults were chosen to
community apart.
participate. They included Mary Coomes,
Remy Hidaka, Tyler Howard, Alyssa
The Kansha
Inskeep, Sara Karikomi, Ryan Kuramitsu,
Project clearly
Connor Lee, Dana Sato, Jordan
gives young
Japanese
Americans a better
understanding
of their heritage.
Planning for the
2015 program is
already underway,
and dates will be
announced soon.

MEGAN NAKANO, JACL CHAPTER PRESIDENT,
STRESSED THE IMPORTANCE OF THE
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K ANSHA PROJECT.

JACL Chicago is
thankful for the
support of

Photos: Robert Brown

n June 28th, over 50 people
attended the 2014 Kansha
Culmination at the Midwest
Buddhist Temple. Bill Yoshino, JACL
Midwest Director and co-developer
of the Kansha Project, opened the
culmination with high praise for the 2014
participants. “They bonded quickly and
were a very cohesive group,” Bill told

2014 K ANSHA PROJECT

PARTICIPANTS .

TOP ROW L TO R: CONNOR LEE, ALYSSA INSKEEP, TYLER
HOWARD ; MIDDLE ROW L TO R: CHRISTINE MUNTEANU,
REMY HIDAKA, SARA K ARIKOMI, DANA SATO, MARI
YAMAGIWA ; BOTTOM ROW L TO R: JORDAN YAMAGIWA,
RYAN KURAMITSU ; NOT PICTURED : MARY COOMES

community donors for making the Kansha
Project possible. This program is 100%
community funded. To make a donation,
please contact the JACL office at
773.728.7171, or donate online at
jaclchicago.org.
For more pictures from the culmination,
check the Kansha facebook page at
www.facebook.com/TheKanshaProject

K ANSHA PARTICIPANTS, L TO R: MARI YAMAGIWA, TYLER HOWARD, CONNOR LEE, AND JORDAN
YAMAGIWA, ANSWERED AUDIENCE QUESTIONS AFTER THEIR PRESENTATIONS.

Tribute to Calvin Manshio
Calvin Manshio, a respected leader in the Japanese American community, passed away on
July 24, 2014. Members of the JACL Chicago attended his memorial service on August 2. Prior to
his passing, JACL Midwest Director, Bill Yoshino, sent Calvin this letter to express appreciation
for all he contributed to the Japanese American community in Chicago.
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JACL Chicago Chapter
Day Camp
By Marisa Fujinaka, JACL Program Coordinator

or the first two weeks of August,
JACL Chicago held its free summer
camp program for 7 to 10 year olds.
During the camp, students learned about
Japanese American history and culture
through engaging activities, hands-on
crafts, and special guests.

F

Through the two weeks, students
compared and contrasted American
and Japanese culture, learned the
Obon dance Tanko Bushi, and made a
daruma doll for good luck and koinobori
for Children’s Day. Students also
learned about the Japanese American
incarceration experience during WWII and
the importance of tolerance and diversity
today. Through these experiences,
students practiced standing up for their
rights and being allies to others in need.
Special guests included May Nakano,
Anne Shimojima, and Min Imamura. May
Nakano taught the students how to
make inarizushi (“footballs”) by making
sushi rice from scratch, filling seasoned
aburaage (fried tofu),
and adding decorative
and edible condiments
to delicious bento
boxes. Professional
storyteller Anne
Shimojima enticed
students with
traditional Japanese
folktales and had them
perform the story of
“Kobutori-Jiisan.” We
were also lucky to
have Min Imamura, who was formally
confined and WII veteran, speak about his
experience in the incarceration camp.

THE CAMPERS HELP MAY NAKANO COOL THE SUSHI RICE THEY WILL USE TO MAKE INARIZUSHI.

ABOVE : STUDENTS WORK TO UNTANGLE THEMSELVES DURING THE HUMAN KNOT GAME.
LEFT: STUDENTS CREATED PERSONALIZED DARUMA DOLLS FOR GOOD LUCK.
BELOW : CHRISTINE MUNTEANU AND MARISA FUJINAKA POSE WITH THE CAMPERS ON
THEIR LAST DAY.

Photos: Marisa Fujinaka

Thank you to all the special guests,
participants, and their families for joining
us this year! We wish you all a great
school year!
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Thank You to Our Donors and Advertisers!

Join or Donate to the JACL Today!
Sharon Harada

Sponsor-a-Grad

(in memory of Aya Yamada)

Kiyo Fujiu

Yvonne Harada

Hannah Hogan

Tsune Nakagawa

Roy Iwata

(in memory of Chiye Tomihiro)

Dennis Naka

The JACL is a community organization that ensures the
protection of your rights. Help us continue to be a strong
voice for you and your family by supporting us with your
membership or a donation.

Marina Ozaki

Tsune Nakagawa

Lisa Sakai

Donna Ogura

(in memory of Calvin Manshio)

Merry Oya

Dorothy Wakamatsu

Judy Tanaka & Cary Wong

Peggy Wallace

Address

(in memory of Calvin Manshio)

Tad & Takako Tanaka

Name(s)

City

Rev. Haruo Yamaoka

Dorothy Wakamatsu

(in memory of Yosh Harada)

State

Zip

Dick & Karen Yamasaki

In Memory of Aya Yamada
Scholarship

Bruce & Rebecca Copeland

Colin Hara

Peggy Mita

Donna Kobayashi

Andrew and Susan Nakagi

Naomi Negi-Tran

John Nakagi

David Stroud

Susan S. Nakagi

Sadako Tengan

Phyllis Tamada-Brown &
Robert Brown

Phone

Membership
Fee
Individual . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $75.00

Project Community! Day
Camp

Cary Wong

Traci DeSimone

Richard Yamada

Takako Edwards

Dick & Karen Yamasaki

Anonymous

Clay Cerny
(in memory of Calvin Manshio)

Century Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $350.00

Millennium . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $1,000.00

Marcia Jackson
(in memory of Taz Iwata)

Please support the JACL with a Donation!

Pamela Rapcan

Sharon Harada

Student/Youth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $35.00

1000/Century Spouse . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $50.00

General

(in memory of Danny Yoshida
and Grayce Yamamoto)

Couple/Family . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $125.00

1000 Club . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $200.00

Carol Yoshino

Kansha Project

Email

Amount: $

Donna Sagami

_________________________________________________________________

In my name:
________________________________________________________________________________

HOME & AU TO

Ė

BUSINE SS

Ė

HE ALTH

THE ROBERT T. MITA AGENCY
ROBERT T. MITA
AGENT

5432 MAIN STREET SKOKIE, IL 60077
P 847.966.0991 F 847.966.0982
C 847.899.7065
E robertmita@gmail.com

Ė

LIFE

Anonymous
In memory of:
________________________________________________________________________________

Please make check payable to JACL and mail with
this form to:
JACL Chicago
Attn: Membership
5415 N. Clark St.
Chicago, IL 60640
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5415 North Clark Street
Chicago, Illinois 60640-1294
p: 773.728.7171
f: 773.728.7231
e: chicago@jacl.org
w: jaclchicago.org

The Japanese American Citizens League is a nonprofit human and civil rights organization dedicated to
preserving the civil liberties of Japanese Americans
and of all Americans.
We welcome your participation.

Go Green! Receive the JACLer newsletter (in full color), news and updates via email. See page 2

Calendar of Events
Wednesday, September 10
7- 9 PM

JACL Chicago Board Meeting
JACL Chicago Office, 5415 North Clark Street

Wednesday, October 8
7- 9 PM

JACL Chicago Board Meeting
JACL Chicago Office, 5415 North Clark Street

Thursday, October 9

JACL National Gala
Washington, D.C.

October 11–January 4, 2015

Ghosts and Demons in Japanese Prints
The Art Institute of Chicago

November 8-9

Midwest District Council Meeting
St. Louis, MO

November TBA

JACL Chicago Annual Meeting
Watch for details to follow soon!
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